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Happy Autism Awareness Month!
DIR/Floortime Coalition of California Family Fun Day in Griffith Park, Los Angeles, April 10, 2011

for more pix go to https://picasaweb.google.com/109530231130742446632/FFD?authkey=Gv1sRgCLLGl8-
4wNGcSA&feat=email#slideshow/5595216185214115378

 



Reading Research:
The ‘Four Questions’

● What is the main issue?

● What methods and analysis were used?

● What were the results?

● What are the implications?

 



Solomon, et. al 2007:
The P.L.A.Y.* Project Home Consultation Program

*(Play and Language for Autistic Youngsters)

● Issue: Comprehensive models are hard to study.  Can we
operationalize, manualize, and study Floortime?

● Method: Manual, initial parent training, monthly home
visits for a year & ongoing support to interventionists;
FEAS, parent satisfaction, clinical rating of FEDL;
Prospective, open label, no control group.

● Results: ‘45%’ improved by ≥ 1 Level of FEDL on
FEAS (see table 4); clinicians rated 85% ((45+13)/68))
with ≥ 1 Level improvement; parents were happy; trend
toward more hours � more improvement; FEAS showed
inter-rater reliability.

● Implications: We can do this!; face validity; what is the
meaning of a gain of ‘1 level’ in FEDL?; What is the



A closer look at: table 4 from Solomon 2007, p. 217 shows, by comparison,
clinicians are giving 85.3% of the group good to very good outcomes, but

the FEAS ratings yield 41.1% by my calculation.

 



 



What is the clinical meaning of reaching a new FEDL level?
Sample Clinical Case FEDL over time: 

reaching 2-3 new FEDL levels every year.

 Not there Barely Islands Expand
s

Comes
back

Ok if
not
stressed

Ok
for
age

Co-regulate  5/05            3/06        3/07       3/08         3/09   

Engage           5/05          3/06 3/07 3/08 3/09   

Circles   5/05 3/06           3/07          3/08   3/09    

Flow 5/05          3/06               3/07 3/08      3/09     

Symbolic 5/05    3/06       3/07    3/08     3/09     

Logical 5/05  3/06 3/07  3/08 3/09     

Multicausal 5/05  3/06   3/07  3/08 3/09     

Grey area 5/05  3/06   3/07 3/08            3/09      

Reflective 5/05  3/06  3/07 3/08         3/09      



Dawson, et. al. 2009:
The Early Start Denver Model

● Issue: Can a mixed developmental/behavioral
intervention help preschoolers with autism?

● Methods: ESDM: Manual,  semi-monthly parent
training; 20 hr/wk clinic intervention for 2 years;
assessment: ADI, ADO, Mullen, Vineland, and
Repetitive Rating scale;  control group.

● Results: ESDM group had ‘greater gains’ in IQ (17.6  vs.
7, see figure 2); ‘typical’ rate of improvement in
adaptation; more ‘Autism’ to ‘PDDNOS’; yet had more
actual intervention hours per week too (15 vs. 9).

● Implications: What does a difference in 1 SD mean?
What does  IQ mean? What does it mean to change from
Autism to PDDNOS?What is Dawson’s understanding of



Figure 2 from Dawson 2009, p. e22:
let’s think about this picture



Happy Mathematics Awareness Month!
(What time is it?  Time for Math!)



Two equal sized sample groups of kids drawn randomly from the same
pool of people with autism, one is treated, the other is ‘not’ (probably gets

different interventions); we do outcome measures, and we graph how many
(y-axis) get what score (x-axis):



To see if the treated group is doing ‘better’ on the outcome measure, i.e., if
the treated and untreated samples are different, we look at the mean

outcomes and the range of variability around the means, usually accepting
a 2 SD difference as ‘statistically significant.’



Or, sideways and collapsed….with outcome scores now on the y-axis, and
the time of the measurement on the x-axis (allows you to see multiple

times)



The means (circles in grey) are different, suggesting the blue treated group did better.   The
grey bars showing 1 SD for the treated and untreated samples do not overlap, also suggesting
that the groups are ‘different’.  But at 2 SD, which is the usually accepted level of difference,

the widest green and purple brackets overlap, showing that we cannot say with 95%
confidence that they are not different.

 



Drawing on Dawson…
(rule number one in stats: draw, draw, draw)

At 1 SD it looks a little iffy….



Drawing on Dawson…
(rule number one in stats: draw, draw, draw)

Extending the bars to about twice the distance to ‘2SD’, to ‘usual’ level
required to call it a statistically significant difference.



So what are we saying?

● A significant difference means you are confident to a
certain degree that the groups had different outcomes.
 The bars in Dawson’s figure 2 diagram are ‘confidence
intervals’ of 1 standard deviation (SD) from the mean,
which is below the usually accepted 2SD difference
between groups.

● One SD in each direction gets you about 65% of the
spread of possible mean values for the actual population,
2 SD in each direction gives you 95%.  In figure 2, with
only a 1SD range of error shown, the two groups still
overlap on the Mullen, and Vineland is barely at the edge
of overlap at 2 years out.

● If you redrew figure 2 with the 2SD sized bars, the
overlap is apparent and there is no difference between the



To summarize
● We can study these kinds of programs

● We need to think about the meaning of the things we are
measuring

● We need to think about what the findings mean and do
not mean – in Solomon we are looking at meaningful
outcomes but we need a control group to see if it works
(and Rick is doing just that!); in Dawson we are unclear
whether the outcomes are meaningful, and in any case
the findings are less robust than the headlines would have
us think.

 



Discussion:
Let’s hear from you!

● What do you think of these programs?

● What do you think of the study design?

● What do you think of the results?

● Where do you think these papers take us?


